SOFY Data Quality
Ensure ERP & CRM data quality in the most efficient way

"Experience the newest technologies in ERP analytics"
How can you effectively resolve process inefficiencies caused by missing data?

How can you limit data inaccuracy in your business reports?

What are the support options for struggles with ERP & CRM data quality?

Changing the organization’s data quality mindset

- Track inconsistencies in transaction data
- Validate your data by using external API's
- Analyze conflict sources in detail
- Minimize expenses for data quality management
- Focus on data delivery bottlenecks
- Make data quality management more enjoyable
Searching for efficient solutions
Introducing the Data Quality application

The Data Quality App

Try the SOFY Data Quality solution and experience how the power of our real time data quality analysis can deliver genuine insights very rapidly. The combined power of the innovative solution, our experienced consultants and your own business subject matter experts can realize a sustainable data quality improvement in just a few weeks.

KPMG IP is embedded in the business rule library. Business rules can simply be added, changed, activated and de-activated. With the data profiling tool you can get detailed insight in profiling on field- and object level.

- Dashboards & analytics
- Business rule management
- Data validation using API’s
- Data profiling
- KPMG business rule content
SOFY Data Quality

The overview dashboard
- Provides insight in your overall data quality score, based on your business rules
- Shows you the data quality score per entity, object and over time
- Gives insight in the most significant data quality changes per business rule

Dashboard per object
- Detailed dashboard per object to explore the data
- Zoom in for example on your suppliers by showing the incomplete, blocked or deleted customers and the number of suppliers per company or creation date

Business rules
- KPMG IP is embedded in the business rules in our library
- Possibility to easily create and add your own business specific rules
- Focusing on your areas of improvement by (de-)activating business rules and adding priority

Data profiler
- Profile your data on field- and object level to get insight in the number of rows per object, the min, the max and the distribution of your data
- Use the data profiler to plot exceptions and subsequently create a business rule on the specific exceptions
Data Quality dashboards

Overview dashboard

Detailed supplier dashboard

Business rule library

Business rule page for blocked suppliers

Data profiler on field level
Professional services

We believe that a combined offering of our innovative solutions and services from our experienced business consultants further increases our added value to your organization. In short and focused advisory projects we can quickly make a lasting impact on your organization and realize tangible improvements.

In addition our on-, near- and off-shore delivery centers can provide various managed services for the different business apps we have available. By trusting complex and non-core processes to our skilled teams you can focus on the things that directly contribute to your business goals.

Implementation

The SOFY implementation process is simple and straightforward. The effort required to set up the data exchange is limited, based on standard Microsoft/SAP technology and well supported by documentation and our support team.

Implementing SOFY can be done in just a few days.

Security

This service has been designed with high security requirements and standards. In addition a penetration test has been performed as part of our security policy.

The data centers that are used for our cloud service comply with various industry standards.
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